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A B S T R A C T   

Ships navigating in ice inevitably encounter different ice conditions. Dynamic ice typically presents severe 
conditions when it is moving perpendicular towards the parallel midship section, which can lead to ships getting 
stuck in ice. This can cause delays for ships or even damage to the ship hull. However, there currently is no model 
to assess ship operability in this dynamic ice. This paper aims to develop a method to assess operability of ships in 
dynamic ice conditions, which can be used for ship routing to avoid ship stuck. The method is especially useful 
for emergency response planning purposes, e.g. for marine pollution preparedness and response planning, where 
an understanding of the operability of response vessels in dynamic ice conditions currently is lacking. First, a 
transit model is introduced for both independent navigation and escort operations, considering the additional ice 
resistance by dynamic ice. Then, a ship operability index is proposed based on the modelling of ship’s perfor-
mance. Case studies of independent navigation and escort operations in realistic dynamic ice conditions are 
investigated to compare with the simulated results. Reasonable agreement is obtained, indicating that the pro-
posed method can be used for ship operability assessment in dynamic ice.   

1. Introduction 

Shipping in ice is a common activity in the Northern Baltic Sea 
during wintertime. More recently, shipping in the Arctic regions has also 
received increased attentions, as the projected reductions in sea ice 
cover due to climate change have led to an interest by shipping com-
panies to utilize Arctic routes to reduce transit time, although associated 
uncertainties remain high (Beveridge et al., 2016). However, the po-
tential of increased activities in ice expose ships to more complex and 
hazardous situations. While the provision of ice services such as ice 
forecasts is continuously developing, more specific knowledge of the 
ship operability for corresponding ice and environmental conditions can 
be beneficial for making decisions to reduce relevant risks for ships 
navigating in ice. For instance, Valdez Banda et al. (2016) found that 
further enhanced e-Navigation support e.g. through improved ship 
operability information can reduced the operational risks of winter 
navigation in a case study for the Gulf of Finland. For some emergency 
response situations, e.g. in marine pollution preparedness and response 
planning, the operability information of ships is of great importance for 
decision making concerning the effectiveness of the spill response sys-
tem. This has been identified as a critical factor e.g. in the oil spill 

response system in the Northern Baltic Sea, whereas uncertainty about 
this operability currently is relatively high (Lu et al. 2019, 2020). In 
addition, operability information in various ice conditions is important 
for route planning purposes, as this is essential to determine efficient 
and safe routes. The current route planning models in ice, e.g. Kotovirta 
et al. (2009), Choi et al. (2015), Montewka et al. (2019), Lehtola et al. 
(2019), and Zhang et al. (2019), however do not include specific fea-
tures of ships in dynamic ice. 

Usually, thick level ice, ridged ice and dynamic ice moving perpen-
dicular towards the parallel midship section are considered as severe ice 
conditions for ships. Compared to level ice, ridged ice and dynamic ice 
have more factors influencing ship performance (Riska et al., 1995; 
Kuuliala et al., 2017), e.g. ridge size and density for ridged ice and ice 
drift speed for dynamic ice. Ships sailing in these conditions are subject 
to a relatively more hazardous situation, e.g. getting stuck in ice, due to 
these additional uncertain factors. However, ships besetting in thick 
level ice or ridged ice have the possibility to reverse and then ram into 
ice multiple times to break their ways, which results in a relatively low 
risk of getting stuck. In contrast, dynamic ice gives little chance for a 
ship to continue its movement as the broken channel behind the ship 
will close and the dynamic ice on the ship side will pose additional 
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resistance. This phenomenon not only affects independent navigation, 
but also represents challenges to escort or convoy operations, i.e. ships 
following the icebreakers at a certain distance (Rosenblad, 2007). When 
vessels get stuck in dynamic ice, this causes delays for the ship voyage or 
mission, and can cause damage to the ship hull (Hänninen, 2004). 
Therefore, dynamic ice is generally regarded as the most challenging 
operational condition. It is also referred as compressive ice in other 
research, e.g. Riska et al. (1995), Kaups (2011), Külaots et al. (2013), 
and Li et al. (2019) as the moving ice will cause compression in the ice 
field when it hits an obstacle. 

Significant research has been dedicated to ship performance in dy-
namic ice. This can be categorized into two main approaches. The first 
category takes a data-driven approach. Kubat et al. (2012; 2016) analyzed 
the correlation between occurrences of ship besetting with ice forecast 
data, while Montewka et al. (2015) focused on establishing a probabilistic 
model based on ship and environmental data to predict ship performance 
in dynamic ice. Similä and Lensu (2018) and Lensu and Goerlandt (2019) 
used various data to estimate ship speed in varying ice conditions but lack 
a specific focus on dynamic ice. The second category is based on engi-
neering modelling. Riska et al. (1995) proposed a modelling framework 
for ships in dynamic ice and proposed ice compression index to account 
the contact between dynamic ice and midship sections. Kaups (2011) and 
Külaots et al. (2013) modelled the ship resistance in dynamic ice. 

Notwithstanding the significance of existing work, the current ap-
proaches still have significant limitations for estimating a ship’s operability 
in dynamic ice. The data-driven approach requires sufficient and high- 
resolution data in order to obtain an applicable prediction for a specified 
ship. For example, the investigation by Kubat et al. (2012; 2016) only tar-
geted one ship. Therefore, there is considerable uncertainty about the per-
formance of another vessel even in the same conditions. The probabilistic 
model by Montewka et al. (2015) has the advantage of making a high-level 
abstraction of the complex physical processes, but the modelling is also 
limited to a certain ship type due to limitations of the model training data. 
The engineering models can predict the performance of any specified ship 
but have to tackle the complex dynamic ice-ship interaction process. So far, 
engineering models mainly focused on calculating ship resistance for a ship. 
The proposed formula based on experiments by Riska et al. (1995) present a 
plausible method to model ship performance in dynamic ice but has not yet 
been validated. The resistance calculation scheme for a vessel in compressive 
ice by Kaups (2011) and Külaots et al. (2013) has the limitation of static status 
assumptions, i.e. the resistance is calculated only for a steady speed. When 
the ship speed varies with time during a transit, the calculation scheme may 
not applicable. Therefore, a dynamic transit model is needed for estimating a 
ship’s operability in dynamic ice. 

In addition, as mentioned earlier, dynamic ice also poses challenges 
to escort operation. And there is no specific model yet focusing on 
estimating ship performance for escort operation in dynamic ice. 
Goerlandt et al. (2017) made a data analysis of ship escort and convoy 
operations for different ice conditions, but do not focus on the conditions 
of getting stuck in dynamic ice. Zhang et al. (2018; 2019) proposed 
models for the vessel dynamics in escort and convoy operations but not 
considering dynamic ice condition. Therefore, there is a need for 
including escort operation modelling in dynamic ice condition. 

Considering the above, this paper aims to establish a way to assess 
ship operability in hazardous dynamic ice conditions so that preparatory 
operability information for a specified ship can be estimated in terms of 
forecasted environmental conditions. First, this paper proposes transit 
models for both independent navigation and escort operation in dy-
namic ice. Then, based on the transit models, an operability index is 
proposed for assessing ship operability in dynamic ice. This index in-
dicates directly whether the condition is favorable, risky or unfavorable 
for a specified ship. This index is intended to be used for visualizing the 
operability of vessels for ship routing purposes, or for maritime emer-
gency response planning in ice conditions such as marine pollution 
preparedness and response planning. In this work, dynamic ice here is 
restricted to a level ice field or a very large level ice floe. Finally, case 

studies of independent and escort navigation in a realistic dynamic ice 
conditions are investigated and compared with the simulated results and 
proposed operability index, as a validation of the proposed method. 

The following Section 2 introduces the method proposed in this 
paper. Section 3 shows details of the case studies as well as corre-
sponding validation and sensitivity analysis results. In Section 4, a dis-
cussion is presented, and Section 5 concludes. 

2. Proposed method 

This section is comprised of two parts. The first part focuses on the 
modelling method of ship transit in dynamic ice for independent navi-
gation and escort operations, respectively. The method starts from in-
dependent navigation modelling in dynamic ice, based on the simplified 
framework (Fig. 1) by Riska et al. (1995). Hence, ship resistance in 
dynamic ice is decoupled into level ice breaking induced resistance and 
additional dynamic ice contact resistance, bases on which a dynamic 
transit model is established. Further, this model for independent navi-
gation is extended to escort operations. The second part describes the 
proposed ship operability index in dynamic ice based on the developed 
transit models for independent navigation and escort operations, which 
enables a quick assessment of a specified ship’s operability in relevant 
ice conditions. The intention of the ship operability index is that it can be 
used as an information layer in navigational charts for routing purposes, 
or as an information layer in oil spill response information systems. 

2.1. Modelling ship transit in dynamic ice 

2.1.1. Independent navigation 
Independent navigation in dynamic ice means that a ship sails by 

itself in level ice or a large ice floe which drifts under the influence of 
wind and current. In the dynamic ice condition, turning of the ship may 
lead to loss of ship speed and lead to a higher risk of getting stuck. In this 
paper, ship transit is simplified so that the ship is travelling in a straight 
course with the maximum power setting. Similar as the transit model in 
ridged ice (Kuuliala et al., 2017), the equation of motion for a rigid ship 
is expressed as in Eq. (1). M is the ship mass, aj is acceleration, Tnjis the 
total net thrust concerning the difference between propeller thrust and 
open water resistance, RLjis total resistance from level ice, and RAj is the 
additional dynamic ice resistance at time step j. 

Maj = Tnj − RLj − RAj (1) 

The acceleration can be calculated when obtaining the ship resis-
tance and net thrust, and is further used to estimate the ship position and 
velocity by following Newmark’s numerical integration method (New-
mark, 1959) as in Eqs. (2) and (3). This approach is also adopted by 
Kuuliala et al. (2017) in the transit modelling for ships in ridged ice. vj 

and xj are speed and position at time step j; dt is the length of time step. 

vj = vj−1 +
1
2

(
aj−1 + aj

)
dt (2)  

xj = xj−1 + vj−1dt +

(
1
3
aj−1 +

1
6
aj

)

dt2 (3) 

The resistance and net thrust are dependent on the location and 
speed, therefore the acceleration, speed and location of a time step are 
interdependent. Iterations are conducted with each time step to solve 
the transit Eqs. (2) and (3). In the current model implementation, 
minimum ten iterations are set, or fewer if the convergence limit of 1E-3 
is achieved between two consequent accelerations in the iterations, as is 
done in Kuuliala et al. (2017), where a transit model for a ship in ridged 
ice is created. To solve Eq. (1), the level ice resistance, additional dy-
namic ice resistance and net thrust are needed. Therefore, the following 
focuses on calculating those three components. 

The resistance encountered by a ship sailing in dynamic ice is divided 
into resistance from breaking through the level ice sheet and additional 
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resistance from ice-ship interaction in the parallel midship section, as 
shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, the two resistance components need to be 
modelled separately. 

According to Kämäräinen (1993) and Li et al. (2018), the method for 
level ice by Lindqvist (1989) gives a good estimation of level ice resis-
tance. Therefore, it is applied here for accounting for the level ice 
resistance. The total level ice resistance RL is composed of three parts, 
namely breaking RB, crushing RC and submersion RS, which are 
expressed as below: 

RL = (RB + RC)

(

1 +
1.4v

̅̅̅̅̅̅
ghi

√

)

+ RS

(

1 +
9.4v

̅̅̅̅̅̅
gL

√

)

(4)  

RB = 0.003σf Bh3/2
i

(
tanψ + μ cosφ

sinαcosψ

)(

1 +
1

cosψ

)

(5)  

RC = 0.5σf h2
i
tanφ + μcosφ/cosψ

1 − μsinφ/cosψ (6)    

where v is ship speed; L, B, T are ship length, breadth and draught; α, φ,

ψ are ship open water angle, stem angle and flare angle and ψ =

arctan(tanφ /sinα). μ is the friction coefficient between ship and ice; hi is 
ice thickness; σf is ice flexure strength; g is gravity acceleration and ρΔ is 
the density difference between ice and water. All variables and param-
eters are in SI units. 

The additional resistance caused by the dynamic ice is considered 
here as additional friction resistance to the ship, caused by the hori-
zontal ice forces onto the midship section. When the ship maintains its 
movement in ice, the horizontal ice force is dominated by the interaction 
between the ice and vertical midship hull, where crushing happens. 
Although bending failure may also occur, it is considered as a more 
marginal phenomenon (Li et al., 2019). Kujala and Arughadhoss (2012) 
studied crushing pressures from model-scale laboratory and full-scale 
measurements and suggested following pressure-area relation: 

p = 0.42A−0.52 (8)  

where p is the pressure (in MPa) and A is the contact area, in SI unit. 
Therefore, the additional friction resistance to the ship is expressed 

as 

RA = 2μphiLe (9)  

where RA is the additional resistance; μ is the friction coefficient be-

tween ship and ice; p represents crushing pressure in equation (8), hiLe 
together stands for the contact area, hi denotes ice thickness and Le 
means effective contact length, all in SI units. 

In order to calculate the additional resistance, the problem can then 
be reformulated to identify the effective contact length between the 
parallel midship section and dynamic ice. As shown in Fig. 1, it is 
considered that the cusp broken at the bow shoulder determines the 
distance between the ice edge and ship. Wang (2001) and Su et al. 
(2010) applied the following equations to calculate the breaking radius: 

r = Cllc(1 + Cvv) (10)  

lc =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

Eh3
i

12(1 − ν2)ρwg
4

√

(11)  

where r is the breaking radius, i.e. the distance from ice edge to ship as in 
Fig. 1; Cl and Cv is the empirical coefficients; v is the ship speed. lc is the 
characteristic length; E is the elastic modulus of ice, ν is Poisson’s ratio, 

hi is ice thickness, ρw is the density of water and g is gravity acceleration. 
They are in SI units. 

The effective contact length Le is regarded as the contact length be-
tween the ice edge and the parallel midship section considering that the 
ice edge is moving linearly with time, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Therefore, 
the contact length can be determined in each time step based on the ship 
speed and ice drift speed so that the additional dynamic ice resistance 
can be obtained for the motion equation (Eq. (1)) as well. 

The solution of the motion equation of the ship also requires the net 
thrust. The net thrust concerns the difference between propeller thrust 
and open water resistance, and hence represents the thrust available to 
overcome additional resistance from ice. According to Riska et al. 
(1997), the net thrust can be estimated by: 

Tn = Tb

(

1 −
1
3

v
vow

−
2
3

(
v

vow

)2)

(12)  

Fig. 1. A ship in dynamic ice, based on Riska et al. (1995).  

Table 1 
Values for bollard pull coefficient Ke, based on Riska et al. (1997).  

Number of propellers Type of propellers 

Controllable pitch Fixed pitch 

1 0.78 0.7 
2 0.98 0.88 
3 1.12 1.01  

RS = ρΔghi

⎛

⎝T(B + T)

B + 2T
+ μ

⎛

⎝0.7L −
T

tanφ
−

B
4tanα + Tcosφcosψ

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
(

1
sinφ

)2

+

(
1

tanα

)2
√ ⎞

⎠

⎞

⎠ (7)   
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Tb = Ke
(
PdDp

)2/3 (13)  

where Tn is the net thrust, v is the ship speed, vow is designed ship open 
water speed, Dp is the propeller diameter, they are in SI units. Tb is the 
bollard pull (in kN), Pd is power (in kW). Ke is a coefficient accounting 
propeller characteristics. The values are listed in Table 1. 

Based on the above formulations, the transit modelling for indepen-
dent navigation in dynamic ice is fully specified and the equation of mo-
tion (Eq. (1)) can be solved. Each time when the ship updates its location in 
the modelling procedure, the corresponding ice thickness and drift speed 
information can be derived from the relevant or preset ice dataset. 
Furthermore, the corresponding ship speed which will be used in the ship 
operability index, see details in Section 2.2, can be calculated. 

2.1.2. Escort 
Escort operation means that an icebreaker breaks through the dy-

namic ice field and that a conventional ship follows the icebreaker at a 
certain distance (Rosenblad, 2007). The main principle for the numer-
ical transit simulation for this operation is the same as the independent 
navigation elaborated in Section 2.1.1. However, this situation involves 
two ships. The leading ship operates the same as in independent navi-
gation. The following ship however may encounter different ice situa-
tions under the influence of the leading ship. 

The dynamic ice edge is affected by the leading ship, as shown in 
Fig. 2, and the condition of the ice edge after the leading ship influences 
the assisted ship. Generally, two situations can be distinguished: S1 and 
S2 as shown in Fig. 2. S1 is the situation that the assisted ship navigates 
in channel ice broken by the leading ship and the ice edge reaches the 
assisted vessel at a position abaft the bow shoulder, or that the ice edge 
does not reach the ship side. S2 is the situation that the channel broken 
by the leading ship is closing and has become narrower than the width of 
assisted ship so that the assisted ship needs to break ice to go forward. 

In S1, the total resistance is due to two parts: channel ice resistance 
and additional resistance from dynamic ice. The estimation of the 
additional resistance caused by the dynamic ice can be calculated using 
Eqs. (8) and (9), when the effective contact length is determined for each 
time step. If there is no effective contact, the additional dynamic resis-
tance is zero. The channel ice resistance estimation uses formulas pro-
posed by Riska et al. (1997), i.e.   

HF = HM +
B
2

tanγ + (tanγ + tanδ)

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

B
(

HM + B
4 tanγ

)

tanγ + tanδ

√
√
√
√
√

(15)  

where RCH is the channel ice resistance, HMis the thickness of brash ice in 
the middle of the channel, HF describes the thickness of the brash ice 
which is displaced by the bow and moved to the side against the parallel 
midbody. δ and γ are the slope angles of the side wall of brash ice, taken 
as 22.6◦ and 2◦ (Riska et al., 1997). Cp is a constant that depends on the 
internal friction angle of the ice rubble and Cm is a constant dependent 
on the Possion’s ratio and friction coefficient of the ice rubble, taken as 
7500 kg/m2 s2 and 45.9 kg/m2 s2 (Li et al., 2018). B, L, Lp, T are breadth, 
length, length of parallel midship section and draught of the ship, AWF is 
the waterline area of the foreship, α, φ, ψ are ship open water angle, 
stem angle and flare angle. ρΔ, g, Fn are the different between ice and 
water, gravity acceleration and Froude number. Except the ones 
mentioned, the other parameters and variables are in SI units. More 
details can be found in Riska et al. (1997). 

In S2, the assisted ship needs to break some ice which has drifted in 
front of the ship and meanwhile overcome some channel ice resistance. 
At the same time, the ice breaking at its bow shoulder also creates a new 
ice edge which may act on its parallel midship section as in the inde-
pendent navigation. Therefore, the total resistance is also composed of 
two parts: the level-channel ice resistance and additional resistance from 
dynamic ice. There is no formula to calculate this level-channel ice 
resistance situation yet. Therefore, this situation is considered as a 
combination of channel ice and level ice, calculated by combining the 
two resistances based on their proportions in front of the ship: 

RLC = RL
2dL

B
+ RCH

(

1 −
2dL

B

)

(16)  

where RLC is the level-channel ice resistance for S2, RCH and RL are 
channel ice resistance (Eq. (14)) and level ice resistance (Eq. (4)) 
respectively. dL is the distance the ice edge crosses from the ship sideline 
to the center line of the ship, see in Fig. 2. B is ship breadth. They are in 
SI unit. If the channel is totally closed, it is equivalent to the situation 
that the ship is navigating in level ice. 

The calculation of additional resistance from dynamic ice for assisted 
ship in S2 follows the same principle as independent navigation 
described in Section 2.1.1 and applies equations (5)–(8). The resistances 
for assisted ship in escort operation can be calculated as mentioned 
above. In addition, the modelling of the net thrust and the motion 
equation for escort operation remains the same as in the independent 
navigation situation elaborated in Section 2.1.1. 

2.2. Ship operability index in dynamic ice 

The ship transit modelling in dynamic ice enables an estimation of 
ship performance under given conditions. However, in order to present 
the information concerning the risk of getting beset in dynamic sea ice, 
an easier manner, comprehensive but simplified information of the 

Fig. 2. Escort in dynamic ice.  

RCH =
1
2
H2

FCp

(
1
2

+
HM

2HF

)2(

B + 2HF

(

cosδ −
1

tanψ

))

(μcosφ + sinψsinα) + CmLpH2
F + ρΔg

(
LT
B2

)3

HMAWFF2
n (14)   
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ship’s navigational capability is required for various conditions. For 
example, if information about the limiting ice conditions, including ice 
thickness and ice drift speed, is known for an independently navigating 
oil spill response vessel, the decision whether to commence the ship’s 
mission through that ice environment can be made based on the fore-
casted environment and ice conditions. If the vessel cannot safely 
operate independently, information about whether having the vessel 
assisted by an icebreaker in the prevailing ice conditions can be useful. 
Similarly, potentially hazardous areas can be avoided in route planning 
or in a routing algorithm. Therefore, this section focuses on developing 
this comprehensive and practically useful information for both inde-
pendent and escort navigations. This is achieved by defining and oper-
ationalizing a ship operability index which is composed of two parts: a 
base index defining a basic operational category, i.e. favorable, risky or 
unfavorable and a degree index reflecting the operational degree of 
severity within each category. More details are given in the following 
section. 

2.2.1. Ship operability index for independent navigation 
For ships navigating independently, the relevant variables are ship- 

related parameters and environmental related conditions. The ship- 
related parameters are relatively constant if a ship and its navigation 
status are decided, thus the ship operability estimation is primarily 
based on environmental conditions, specifically ice thickness and ice 
drift speed. In general, the operability can be categorized as favorable, 
risky and unfavorable. Here, favorable is defined so that ship speed at 
the end of a defined simulation period is over 2 kn. Risky is defined here 
as the condition that the ship speed drops to the interval between 0 and 2 
kn, whereas unfavorable means that the ship is stopped by the ice, i.e. 
that it gets stuck in the dynamic ice. A base operability index is allocated 
to each operability category, i.e. 

OPb =

⎧
⎨

⎩

0, v ≥ 2
1, 0 < v < 2
2, v = 0

(17)  

where OPb is base operability index and v is ship speed in kn. 
The base operability index makes it possible to digitize the three 

operability categories. However, it lacks the ability to show the degree 
of operability within each category for a more accurate representation of 
the operability, e.g. reflecting the difference between 1.1 and 1.9 in risky 
category. Therefore, a degree index is introduced to show how severe it 
is inside each category based on the degree of speed drop: 

OPd =
Kv − Kvmin

Kvmax − Kvmin

(18)  

where OPd is the degree index, Kv is the speed drop rate based on the 
initial and final speed for the defined simulation period t, Kv = (vt − v0)

/t. Kvmin and Kvmax are the minimum and maximum speed drop rate in 
corresponding category. OPd is in the range of 0–1. 

OPb determines the basic category based on the final ship speed and 
OPd reflects the severity degree within each category. By adding degree 
index OPd to the base index OPb, the defined ship operability index OP is 
formulated as expressed in formula (19). More specifically, OPb can be 
regarded as the integer part of OP and OPd can be regarded as decimal 
part of OP. 

OP = OPb + OPd =

⎧
⎨

⎩

0 ∼ 1, Favorable
1 ∼ 2, Risky
2 ∼ 3, Unfavorable

(19) 

The OP index is derived based on the ship speed at the end of the 
transit simulation in dynamic ice. Here, the simulation time is set as 10 
min, i.e. it is considered that the dynamic ice the ship sails in within 10 
min is always complete level ice condition, which is a quite strict con-
dition because in practice, the ice condition varies a lot. There will not 
be always level ice, and the ice will be fractured or deformed when a 

ship is sailing inside. 
One OP index can be obtained for each pair of ice thickness and ice 

drift speed (hi, vi), where hi influences both level ice resistance and 
additional added resistance from dynamic ice through its effect in both 
resistance equations and vi influences the additional added resistance 
component through its effect in the effective contact length between the 
parallel midship section and dynamic ice in each time step. Thus, the 
overall matrix of OP index for a ship can be derived by simulating 
various combinations of (hi,vi). The overall operability for a certain ship 
in various ice conditions can then be presented as in Fig. 3. Fig. 3 as 
represented in this section is only a schematic diagram, not reflecting 
realistic information for OP map in terms of (hi,vi). When the practical 
ice condition is known, a quick assessment of the ship’s operability in 
that condition can be made based on a real obtained operability map like 
Fig. 3. 

2.2.2. Ship operability index for escort operations 
Escort is different from independent navigation because it relates to 

not only the ice condition, but also the operations between the two ships. 
Therefore, in addition to the ice thickness and drift speed, the opera-
bility is affected by the escort distance between the two ships and the 
escort speed. Based on practical understandings and information from 
the literature (Zhang et al., 2017, 2018, 2019), it is assumed that the 
escort operation follows a principle, i.e. the leading ship and assisted 
ship try to maintain a steady escort distance and a steady escort speed. If 
the leading ship and assisted ship cannot maintain the preset escort 
speed in a certain ice condition, the assisted ship’s real speed will be 
followed as the escort speed. Detailed implementation features of the 
proposed algorithm include:  

1) the leading ship closely follows the assisted ship’s speed;  
2) when the assisted ship’s speed is less than two knots, the leading ship 

increases its speed to avoid getting itself stuck;  
3) when the leading ship cannot maintain its speed, the assisted ship 

will try to slow down as well to avoid collision;  
4) when the assisted ship cannot fully stop and reaches the leading ship, 

it is considered as a potential collision, which is categorized as un-
favorable condition. 

Based on these, the operability of the ships can be simulated over a 
set of ice condition and operation condition, (hi, vi, D, vescort) following 
the same procedure in Section 2.2.1. A similar mapping as in Fig. 3 for 
both ships can be obtained, however over the four variables (hi, vi, D,

vescort). The operability of the assisted ship is in particular focus to assess 

Fig. 3. A schematic diagram: Ship operability index OP over various ice con-
ditions (hi, vi). 
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the operability of the escort operation. 

3. Method validation: case studies comparing the proposed 
method with observations 

This section focuses on case studies of independent navigation and 
escort operation in real dynamic ice, providing a validation of the 
capability of the ships in real dynamic ice conditions with the ship 
operability as simulated by the method described in Section 2. 

Empirical cases of a ship which has gotten stuck in dynamic ice are 
valuable information sources to study the ship operability. Due to the 
complexity of real situations, there are various reasons for a ship to stop. 
Therefore, the only plausible way to confirm a ship getting stuck in a 
dynamic ice field is to rely on observations in the corresponding context. 
The cases here are determined based on the SAFEWIN project cruise 
report (Vedenpää, 2011). It describes events where the research vessel 
got stuck in severe dynamic ice scenarios and reported other nearby 
vessels becoming beset in ice. According to the reported time and 
location, the scene is recreated using data from the Automatic Identifi-
cation System (AIS) in this region for the reported vessel and other 
nearby vessels as well as relevant ice information. Three ships are 
selected, which represent validation scenarios for the proposed model 
for operability of independent navigation and escort in dynamic ice 
conditions. 

Reconstructing case studies of ships in the dynamic ice requires 
different detailed information and data sources as the process of a vessel 
becoming stuck in ice occurs over a relatively short time period, as found 
also e.g. in Montewka et al. (2015). Hence, the resolution of key data 
sources should be sufficiently high, especially the ship speed. The gen-
eral data related to the case study scenarios are described in Section 3.1, 
whereas the validation results and sensitivity analysis are shown in 
Section 3.2. 

3.1. Data and information sources 

The case study scenarios concern two operation modes and three 
ships as shown in Table 2. In independent navigation, the ice-breaking 
research vessel Aranda became beset in ice at around 22:00. Another 
icebreaker Nordica is selected for comparison with Aranda in the same 
period. In escort operation, Nordica is the leading ship, while Envik is 
the assisted vessel. The relevant data and information consist of three 
parts: ship data, environmental data, and operational data. In the 
following sections, these are described in turn. 

3.1.1. Ship data 
Ship data refers to the ship related parameters required for esti-

mating the vessel performance according to Section 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, 
such as vessel dimensions, power, etc. Aranda is a Finish research vessel 
with ice breaking capability; Nordica is a Finnish icebreaker designed 
for assisting merchant vessels in winter operations in the Northern Baltic 
Sea; Envik is a merchant vessel with ice navigation capability. Their 
main parameters are listed in Table 3. 

3.1.2. Environmental data 
Environmental data represents the external conditions in which the 

ship navigates. For the current purposes, this primarily includes the ice 
condition data, as well as wind data to provide more detailed contextual 
information. Hindcast data obtained using the HELMI ice model 

(Haapala et al., 2005; Mårtensson et al., 2012) are used as a basis for 
describing the sea ice conditions, similarly as in Montewka et al. (2015) 
and Goerlandt et al. (2017). The ice model is discretized in a curvilinear 
coordinate c-grid and the grid has 415 nodes from west to east and 556 
nodes from south to north. It covers an area from coordinates (56.74◦N, 
16.72◦E) to coordinates (65.99◦N, 30.48◦E) with an increment of 1/30◦

eastwards and 1/60◦ northwards, i.e. approximately 1 NM in both di-
rections at 60◦N (Goerlandt et al., 2017). The HELMI forecasting model 
takes thermodynamic and dynamic forcing from the weather prediction 
model HIRLAM and has been validated against observed ice situations, 
with good agreement (Lehtiranta et al., 2012). The data concerning ice 
thickness, ice type and ice concentration are used for ice information 
here. The general ice thickness map is shown in Fig. 4. The ice type in the 
region where the three ships operated is level ice according to HELMI 
data. The ice thickness is extracted based on the routes of the ships, as 
identified using data from the Automatic Identification System. 

In addition, the ice drift condition is vital as one main external factor. 
The ice drift speed recorded from time to time in the research cruise 
(Vedenpää, 2011) is used as the local ice drift speed matters most. 
However, it only reflects the situation at each recorded time, and hence 

Table 2 
Case study scenarios, based on Vedenpää (2011) and AIS data identification.  

Scenario Operation Time Ship 

1 Independent navigation 2011-2-24 21:54:27 Aranda 
2 Independent navigation 2011-2-24 21:54:27 Nordica 
3 Escort 2011-2-24 18:59:26 Nordica - Envik  

Table 3 
Ship parameters of the three vessels in the validation case studies, based on 
Vedenpää (2011)  

Type Aranda Nordica Envik 

Research Icebreaker Cement Carrier 

Ice class 1A S PC 3 1A S 
Displacement (ton) 1858 12800 5583 
Length (m) 59.2 116 96 
Breadth (m) 13.8 26 16.5 
Draught (m) 5 7 5.2 
Open water speed (kn) 13.5 16 12 
Power (kW) 3000 15000 2740 
Propeller diameter (m) 2.6 4.2 3.05 

Note: Ice class classification system: Aranda and Envik (Finnish-Swedish ice 
class); Nordica (IACS Polar class). 

Fig. 4. Ice thickness from HELMI model data on February 24, 2012.  
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is not available in a continuous way as is required for the calculation 
procedures. According to Uotila (2001), ice drift speed is correlated with 
wind forcing. Therefore, in order to have a better understanding of the 
ice drift speed, the wind data is used as reference. The wind data is in 
10-min interval, derived from a nearest observation station Maalahti 
Strömmingsbådan (62.98◦N, 20.74◦E). 

3.1.3. Operational data 
Operational data means the data related to the ships’ navigation. 

Here it mainly concerns ship speed for independent navigation, but also 
includes the distance between the two ships in escort operation. The 
historical navigational data record from ships is not available. There-
fore, AIS data is used alternatively for deriving the operational data. 

AIS is an information exchange platform between vessels and shore 
organizations and contains static and dynamic data. The dynamic data 
gives time-dependent data about the location, speed, course and navi-
gational status of vessels, etc. (Goerlandt et al., 2017). As mentioned in 
the beginning of Section 3, the scenes are recreated by using the AIS data 
in this region to confirm the reported ships’ stuck. Then a detail inves-
tigation of the shorter period when ships got stuck is conducted. In this 
investigation, the resolution of the data is highly important. AIS data is 
recorded with a varying interval from seconds to minutes, depending on 
the speed of the vessel and operational status. Therefore, this sets the 
limit of the AIS data. The data interval for the scenarios in this paper are 
roughly in 10 s intervals, which is close to best resolution in AIS and 
considered sufficient for a detailed investigation of ship operations. 

In escort operations, the distance between the icebreaker and the 
assisted vessel is also important information. The distance is calculated 
based on the coordinates data of the two ships, which are interpolated 
for the same timestamp first. In addition, the calculated distance is the 
distance of the locations of the AIS transponders. In order to obtain the 
real distance between the two ships, the location of AIS transponders are 
assumed in the bridge area. The distance to ship bow for assisted ship 
and the distance to ship stern for leading ship are deduced from the 
calculated distance from coordinates, as in Goerlandt et al. (2017). 
Furthermore, the simulation considers only 2D waterline condition, thus 
the distance in the simulation requires the calculated real distance to 
add stern length of the leading ship and bow length of the assisted ship. 

3.2. Case study results and sensitivity analysis 

3.2.1. Case study results: comparing the proposed method with observations 
The method in Section 2 is applied to the three ships involved in the 

case studies in Table 2. The same initial ship speed as in the real sce-
narios is set for the simulation of each ship. For the independent navi-
gation, the ship operability of Aranda (Scenario 1) simulated according 
to method described in Section 2.1.1 and 2.2.1 is shown in Fig. 5 (left) 
over serials of (hi, vi) conditions. The observed scenario of Aranda 

becoming beset is indicated by a rectangle as well in Fig. 5 (left). The 
reported ice drift speed is around 0.3–0.4 kn (Vedenpää, 2011), and the 
ice thickness is 25 cm, as shown by the rectangle in Fig. 5 (left). 

It is seen that the rectangle in Fig. 5 (left) extends from the boundary 
of favorable to the boundary of unfavorable, with the largest part situ-
ated in the risky operability category. Therefore, the simulated opera-
bility estimation corresponds well with the observed ship operability in 
this case. Fig. 5 (right) shows the speed drop when Aranda begins to get 
stuck. Because the recorded ice drift speed is in the range of 0.3–0.4 kn, 
the limit values 0.3 and 0.4 are used in the simulation to compare with 
the observed AIS data. The simulation using 0.4 kn ice drift speed is 
quite close to the trend from AIS, especially in the end period. The 
change of the speed in the middle period from AIS data may reflect slight 
variation of the ice condition. The simulation using 0.3 kn ice drift speed 
indicates that Aranda is still able to navigate if ice drifts at this speed. 
When tracking back to wind records, it is found that wind speed reaches 
the maximum of 15.6 m/s at 22:00, i.e. the time at which Aranda 
became stuck in ice. It is the daily maximum wind speed and is 1 m/s 
higher than the speed at 21:50. Therefore, the ice drift speed is more 
likely to be close to 0.4 kn, thus causing Aranda to become stuck. It also 
explains why Aranda can still sail before 22:00. Therefore, ship opera-
bility of Aranda is overall well estimated by the proposed method. 

Another simulation for icebreaker Nordica is conducted as it is also in 
this region, while no reports were made of its getting beset in ice. 
Therefore, the operability simulation of this vessel can contribute to 
establish validity of the proposed method for a different ship. The same 
ice condition as for Aranda is applied to Nordica and its operational 
status, i.e. its initial speed is derived to reconstruct the ship condition at 
the same time when Aranda gets stuck. Fig. 6 (left) shows that in general, 
Nordica operates in favorable ice conditions for its ice-going capability, 
so that there are no issues with its operability in the prevalent 
compressive ice conditions. Fig. 6 (right) demonstrates the speed trends 
from simulations and the AIS records. It is seen that the observed ship 
speed from AIS matches the simulation of the two different ice drift 
speeds relatively well. 

From the above presented case studies for independent navigation, 
the comparison suggests that the method can adequately estimate the 
ship operability on a general level and the changes of the ship speed on a 
detailed level. The method furthermore appears to be adequately sen-
sitive to the ice-going capability of different ships. 

In the selected escort operation, the simulation escort distance at the 
time for Envik getting stuck is calculated as 430 m following steps 
described in Section 3.1.3. The speed of Envik is also derived from AIS 
data as escort speed. The operability of the assisted vessel is of concern 
in escort operation. In Fig. 7, the ship operability index of Envik is 
plotted over serials of (hi, vi) conditions, which is shown together with 
the observation of the reported case of the vessel becoming stuck in ice. 
As there is no direct ice drift speed reported in that time period, the ice 

Fig. 5. Scenario 1: Aranda ship operability (left) and speed drop (right) comparison. Scale 0–1 represents favorable, 1–2 represents risky and 2–3 represents 
unfavorable. 
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Fig. 6. Scenario 2: Nordica ship operability (left) and speed (right) comparison. Scale 0–1 represents favorable, 1–2 represents risky and 2–3 represents unfavorable.  

Fig. 7. Scenario 3: Envik ship operability (left) and speed (right) comparison. Scale 0–1 represents favorable, 1–2 represents risky and 2–3 represents unfavorable.  

Fig. 8. Aranda ship operability over different initial ship speeds. Scale 0–1 represents favorable, 1–2 represents risky and 2–3 represents unfavorable.  
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speed is estimated based on the wind speed. Based on Uotila (2001) and 
Montewka et al. (2015), it is assumed that the ice speed is linearly 
affected by the wind. Hence, the ratio of the wind speed reported for 
scenario 3 and scenario 1 is used as a factor to multiply the ice speed in 
Aranda case. This results in an ice drift speed of 0.23–0.29 kn during this 
period. This ice drift speed range is shown by the rectangle in Fig. 7 (left) 
and it covers the risky and unfavorable parts in the simulated operability 
map in Fig. 7 (left). It should be noted that the interval of both ice 
thickness hi and ice drift speed vi for the ship operability index simula-
tion is 0.05, therefore the operability index result between e.g. 0.1 m/s 
and 0.15 m/s ice drift speed at 0.25 m ice thickness is interpolated. If the 
boundary condition of ice drift speed, 0.23 kn and 0.29 kn is used, the 
operability result is unfavorable as can be judged from simulated speeds 
in Fig. 7 (right). This difference is remained here instead of improving 
the resolution of intervals of parameters for Fig. 7 (left) is to highlight 
the importance of selection of the interval when conducting the ship 
operability index simulation and mapping. Fig. 7 (right) shows the speed 
drop of both simulations and observed AIS data. The speed trend from 
the observed case is generally situated between the two bounding 
simulation scenarios based on the estimated ice speed. However, it is 
apparent that Envik encountered some varying ice conditions, e.g. some 
ice floes with open water involved among them, in this scenario as it 
managed to keep the speed at around 4 kn for a period of time before 
getting stuck. Nevertheless, its speed continued to drop at a similar rate 
soon and it got stuck. This varying ice condition cannot be reflected in 
the simulation result as the simulation considers the ship encounters 
level ice continuously in the simulation period. 

3.2.2. Sensitivity analysis: effects of operational variables on ship 
operability index 

Sensitivity analysis is used to ascertain how a given model output 
depends upon the input parameters and check the robustness and reli-
ability of its analysis, which contributes to the validation of a proposed 
model (Saltelli et al., 2009). The operability assessment of the three 
ships in various environmental conditions is shown in the operability 

maps in Figs. 5–7, as an initial validation of the proposed method. These 
results are based on the operational conditions derived from observed 
case studies. The effects of the operational variables, i.e. ship initial 
speed vo for independent navigation and escort distance and speed (D,

vescort) for escort operation, on the ship operability in dynamic ice are 
not studied yet. Therefore, this section focuses on the sensitivity analysis 
of operational variables in the proposed method, as a further validation. 

In independent navigation, the main operational variable is initial 
speed. Fig. 8 shows the ship operability index map of Aranda for 
different initial ship speeds (2.5, 5, 7.5, 10) kn. In general, a higher 
initial speed does not extend the ship operability to higher maximum ice 
thicknesses, but it does extend the operability to higher ice drift speeds. 
This can be explained by considering that a higher ship speed will enable 
the ship to avoid contact between its parallel midship and the dynamic 
ice on the sides. In addition, a trend can be observed in Fig. 8 that 
although the favorable area increases with higher ship speeds, there is a 
more outspoken speed loss, i.e. the color is more diverse for favorable 
category. This is consistent with the fact that a higher initial speed leads 
to a proportionally larger speed loss compared to lower initial speeds. 
Another point is that the change in operability is not always linear. For 
example, when the initial ship speed is 5 kn, the operability at 0.3 m ice 
thickness is better than at 0.2 m. This can be explained that the ice cusp 
radius induced by that ship speed and ice thickness is more favorable for 
the ship to escape the contact from the dynamic ice. 

Fig. 9 shows a similar sensitivity analysis for the effects of the initial 
ship speed for Nordica. The observed effects are relatively smaller than 
for the Aranda cases shown in Fig. 8. Therefore, the initial ship speed has 
a limited effect on ship operability for more powerful icebreakers. This 
can be explained by the fact that powerful icebreakers can already 
handle more severe ice conditions even at relatively low ship speeds 
with adequate power. 

For escort operations, the operational variables include the escort 
distance and escort speed. The escort distance and speed are taken here 
as the initial distance between the vessels and initial speed of the 
assisted ship. As described in Section 2.2.2, the ships will try to maintain 

Fig. 9. Nordica ship operability over different initial ship speed. Scale 0–1 represents favorable, 1–2 represents risky and 2–3 represents unfavorable.  
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Fig. 10. Nordica-Envik escort: Envik ship operability over different escort ship speed when D = 200m. Scale 0–1 represents favorable, 1–2 represents risky and 2–3 
represents unfavorable. 

Fig. 11. Nordica-Envik escort: Envik ship operability over different escort distance when vescort = 5 kn. Scale 0–1 represents favorable, 1–2 represents risky and 2–3 
represents unfavorable. 
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both distance and speed during escort. The principles in Section 2.2.2 
are followed if the ships are not able to continue in the initial states. 
Fig. 10 shows the sensitivity analysis results for the effects of the escort 
speed when the escort distance is 200 m. A low escort speed (2.5 kn) 
mostly leads to risky and unfavorable operability. With increasing escort 
speeds, e.g. 5 kn, the region of favorable ship operability of Envik ex-
tends to a large ice thickness domain by following Nordica. However, 
the limiting ice drift speed is quite low, i.e. Envik can still relatively 
easily get stuck in windy conditions. At an ice thickness of around 
0.35m, there is an unfavorable condition. This seems an unfavorable 
ratio between the ship speed and ice cusp radius induced by that ship 
speed and ice thickness where the assisted ship is caught by the ice edge 
created by the leading ship. With a further increased escort speed (7.5 
kn), the ship operability extends also to wider ice drift speed limits. 
When the escort speed is high (10 kn), the favorable operation condition 
vanishes in the large ice thickness region (0.8–1.0 m). This unfavorable 
operability is caused by the identified potential collision in the simula-
tion as defined in Section 2.2.2. In reality, collision is harder to simulate 
as there are many factors involved, including human actions (Zhang 
et al., 2017, 2019). However, it is not focus of this paper. Here, the result 
can be taken to indicate that very thick ice can cause a large speed drop 
of the leading icebreaker, which is equivalent to the situation that the 
leading ship suddenly stops as described by Zhang et al. (2018). Hence, a 
too high escort speed can more easily lead to a collision and is not a 
favorable choice under such ice conditions. 

Fig. 11 shows the results of the sensitivity analysis for the effects of 
escort distance on the ship operability. When the escort distance is 
relatively small (100 m), the favorable operability category for Envik is 
quite wide in ice thickness direction. This means that thick ice does not 
represent a significant problem as Envik can follow Nordica quite well 
when Nordica breaks the way ahead. When escort distance increases, the 
favorable operability region decreases because the ice starts to drift into 
the channel after the leading ship, before the assisted ship, which causes 
operability problems for the assisted ship. Overall, both sensitivity 
analysis on escort speed and distance shown in Figs. 10–11 indicate 
reasonable trends as in practice in the escort operation. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Ship transit modelling 

Although the case studies in Section 3.2.1 show a reasonable 
agreement between simulation and real cases from both general oper-
ability viewpoint and from the more detailed viewpoint of the speed 
profile, it is noted that the proposed model has several simplifying 
assumptions. 

First, this paper conducts ship transit modelling for independent 
navigation extending the modelling framework by Riska et al. (1995) by 
modelling and integrating each resistance component and thrust in the 
process. In the estimation of the additional resistance caused by the 
dynamic ice, it is assumed that the additional nominal pressure follows 
the pressure-area relationship of Eq. (8) as the result of crushing. 
However, it is known that not only crushing occurs when the dynamic 
ice reaches the ship side, but that bending failure may also occur (Li 
et al., 2019). The difference may be expected to be small as bending does 
not frequently happen. In addition, without considering the bending 
phenomenon, the method gives a relatively conservative results, which 
allows a safety margin when it is practically used. It can be investigated 
in future work to what extent the bending phenomenon is important in 
this process as there are few researches on this. 

Second, the effective ice edge is considered as the edge determined 
by the cusp radius as in Eq. (10) and (11), and the effective contact 
length is detected based on those formulations. There are usually small 
sharp ice edges between cusps, see e.g. Su et al. (2010), and individual 
sharp ice pieces can also cause some crushing forces on the ship side 
before the defined effective ice edge reaches the ship. This may lead the 

additional resistance by the dynamic ice to occur earlier than when one 
only considers effective ice contact length. 

Third, cracks are also not considered in the simulation. When the 
ship creates cracks in the surrounding ice field, the ice may be more 
broken than in conditions where only cusps caused by bending failure 
are considered, which leads to less resistance. Finally, the simulation 
model assumes that the dynamic ice edge moves perpendicular to the 
ship side linearly with time, while the ice movement in realistic condi-
tions may be in oblique direction and much more complicated. 

Based on the validation cases and sensitivity analysis of Section 3, it 
is found that the model gives reasonable estimates. This suggests that the 
several above identified simplifying assumptions made in the proposed 
method compensate one another, although the actual complexity of the 
ice conditions in the dynamic ice are not accurately accounted for. 

The model is further extended to escort operation, which is a more 
complex operation as it involves two ships. The ice edge affected by the 
leading ship will further influence the assisted ship. The resistance for a 
ship breaking through in partial level ice and partial channel ice is 
simplified by combining a weighted sum of both. The resistance for a 
ship in this mode needs more research as currently there is no study on 
this situation. The ice breaking in partial level ice is still considered the 
same as in level ice, including the formation of cusps. In addition, escort 
includes cooperation between two ships. The principles in Section 2.2.2 
are practically reasonable. However, it should be noted that the 
assumption that the leading ship will increase its speed to avoid getting 
itself stuck in ice when the assisted ship’s speed is less than two knots 
may cause some overestimate. Because the leading ship may still be able 
to keep the low speed in light ice conditions. However, the chance for 
the assisted ship to not able to maintain its speed is also relatively rare in 
that light ice conditions. Therefore, the influence for this overestimation 
can be considered minor. In addition to this, the escort process involves 
communication and control of powering when ships cannot simply 
follow the escort speed. The way to accelerate and decelerate ships in-
fluences the ship behavior and operability. 

4.2. Validity of the ship operability method 

The new proposed method to assess the ship operability for inde-
pendent navigation and escort appears to provide reasonable results 
based on the validation case studies and the presented sensitivity ana-
lyses. However, it is advisable to further validate the model in follow-up 
research, e.g. by investigating more cases through comparing the 
simulation results with observations. Good case studies require a com-
bination of various sources of high-resolution data so that the scene can 
be accurately reconstructed. AIS data can provide the operational data 
for a forensic case study if there is no access to onboard records of 
operational ship data. However, AIS data has limitations related to the 
varying time intervals of data reporting. The environmental conditions, 
AIS antenna setup, and other factors can restrict and affect the reception 
rate (Last et al., 2015), therefore in many conditions the time interval is 
in minutes and this kind of time interval is less appropriate for obtaining 
validation case study. This makes post-case study a bit more difficult. In 
addition, it is also not enough to only have environmental data derived 
from models. Real onboard measurement and records for the environ-
mental conditions are vital for further validation studies. 

All these factors imply that identifying and defining validation cases 
studies is a rather cumbersome process, which is one of the reasons why 
also in this paper there are relatively few validation cases. The limited 
attention to and difficulties of validating models for ship performance in 
ice, even for comparatively easier ice conditions such as continuous 
operation in level ice, has been highlighted as well in the work by Li 
et al. (2018). 

In term of the model application, it has already shown good behavior 
as seen in the sensitivity analysis. Therefore, it can be a useful tool to 
generate the operability index map for a ship so that the ship route or oil 
spill response missions can be planned and fulfilled more successfully. 
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However, it should be noted that there are still uncertainties which need 
to be kept in mind in real application. First, there may be still model 
behavior uncertainties unexposed due to the simplifications and limited 
validation cases. Second, the uncertainties may also come from the 
quantification of the environmental conditions, there are still limitations 
to have the real accurate forecast of the environmental variables to give 
good inputs to the model. Real ice fields may be comprised of several ice 
types, such as ridged and rafted ice. Hence, further developing the 
proposed method to account for combinations of dynamic ice with 
ridged and rafted ice can be a fruitful avenue for future work as well. 

5. Conclusions 

This paper presents a method to assess the performance of ships in 
dynamic ice for both independent navigation and escort in dynamic ice. 
In addition, a ship operability index is suggested, which can be a prac-
tically useful tool for ship routing to avoid ship stuck in dynamic ice. 
Ship operability index can be used as an overall estimation to visualize 
the operability of vessels based on ice forecast in different sea areas, 
which is especially useful as an information source for emergency 
response planning such as marine pollution preparedness and response 
planning. Case studies show reasonable agreement between the simu-
lated model results and empirical observations reconstructed from 
available data sources. This, together with plausible model behaviors as 
tested in a series of sensitivity analyses, suggests a reasonable model 
validity. Nevertheless, it is advised to further validate the model with 
other vessel types and in other ice conditions, using various data and 
information sources. 
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